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Sensor networks and systems are important technologies, finding their appli-
cation in several domains. A major problem with sensors is that their data
quality degrades over time and varies between locations and situations, due to
wear and tear, interference, occlusion via random objects, power dissipation
etc. We present a methodology whereby the quality of individual sensors is
characterized and the resultant quality of their combined or fused quality is ob-
tained. Our methodology is being evaluated in a health-care application wherein
sensors are deployed to track elderly people with dementia in their homes. The
quality of individual sensors is used as criteria in sensor selection. The pro-
posed solution is applied successfully in monitoring indoor movement of people,
and in capturing and classifying trajectories.
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Summary
One of the most ignored problems in sensor networks is information quality.
Most of the emphasis in sensor networks deals with the coverage problems, i.e.
how to place the sensor to obtain the maximum coverage range. There are
many efforts in the area of data fusion and sensor scheduling, however they
are not quality-aware.
The sensor used in our work is a motion detector, a kind of sonar sensor.
Research has shown that there are many factors which affect the quality of
a sonar sensor, hence our motion detector becomes a very appropriate sensor
to work on from the information quality perspective. The objective of our
approach is to have a better understanding about the behavior of sonar sensors,
and then use them in an elderly tracking application.
In this thesis, I present a methodology of integration of information quality
at various stages, namely the data collection stage, the data fusion stage and
sensor selection stage. The whole project contributes to a health-care project
called “Abnormal trajectory classification in elderly tracking”.
viii Summary
We believe that the accuracy of our sonar sensor varies in its coverage
range. To study the quality of individual sensors, a novel experiment was
conducted. The key idea was to compare the sensed data and the actual data
generated by a sliding object. The result is used to create a quality profile
for each sensor, which in turn played an important role in the evaluation and
selection of the sensors.
To improve the accuracy of target tracking, this thesis presents a few re-
search ideas: the noise reduction when we collect data from one sensor before
data fusion, the spatial loss reduction after data fusion, and the sensor selec-
tion to select the appropriate sensors for use in tracking.
The final achievement in my thesis is an application which allows us to
keep monitoring the movement of an elderly person. In our demonstration,
four sonar sensors are deployed in a room, and capture the trajectory of a
person moving. We classify this trajectory to see whether it matches with
any known-trajectory. A simple algorithm is also applied to detect abnormal
movement.
The result proves the correctness of our solution and suggests several other
approaches in which we may combine sonar sensor with other types of sensors
such as infrared, CCD camera and acoustic sensors.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
With the advanced development of information technology together with ad-
vances in sensor and communication technology, there are numerous practical
applications of sensors and sensor based distributed system.
One of the key applications of sensors networks is in the field of smart
home. In such smart home applications, one or various types of sensors are
deployed to collect data and fuse the data into useful information, on the basic
of which, important conclusions are derived and decisions are made.
A major problem with sensors is that their data quality degrades over time
and varies between locations and situations. This can happen due to wear
and tear, interference from other sensors in the neighborhood, presence of ran-
dom objects in the environment, power dissipation of the energy source of the
sensor, and many other factors. In fact, even between identical sensors, the
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quality sometimes varies from unit to unit, due to processes in the manufac-
turing stage, which are very difficult to characterize or control. The problem
of data quality at the level of individual sensors manifests itself as the problem
of information quality at the level of networks of sensors. This in turn impacts
the quality of the decision making in the smart home applications. Note that
for our purposes the term Information Quality (IQ) refers to both information
as well as data quality.
In this work we address three issues in the area of sensor based distributed
systems: integrating the information quality from multiple sensors, fusing data
from these sensors and inferring high level information from fused sensor data.
We have implemented simple techniques for each of these three issues and built
a system that supports activity tracking of elderly patients in the setting of
their homes.
The main sensor used in this project is an ultrasound motion detector and
two aspects of information quality that we investigate are sensor coverage and
energy.
By using camera surveillance, the movement of an object is easily detected
but with the motion detectors using ultrasonic technique, we can only deter-
mine the distance of object to the sensor. Therefore, we have built a model
to combine the data from multiple sensors and then locate where the object is
with the information fused from two sensors. First, we study the information
3quality of the individual sensors. There are many quality criteria like cover-
age, detectability, connectivity, and energy. The two criteria that we found
applicable to our approach are quality in the coverage area and energy. Our
goal is to use these two criteria to work out a solution to the problem of se-
lecting which sensor to operate. We introduce an algorithm, which is based
on the two quality criteria and determines which sensor to operate. This algo-
rithm evaluates certain factors, like angle and distance which affect the sensor
information quality. The algorithm also considers the obstacle problem, in
case there are several obstacles in the room. Our final contribution is in the
analysis and inference of information from the final data. We also present an
approach that helps us to see the behavior of the target’s movements.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2, after presenting
some background concerning sonar sensor and sensor networks, we summarize
the related works, how the work in literature approaches the problem. In
chapter 3, we discuss some open research problems. Our current research
work is presented in chapter 4. The implementation and result are discussed






In this section, we introduce the concepts and technologies used in this thesis.
2.1.1 Motion detector
The motion detector we used in our experiment is an ultrasonic sensor, or
sonar sensor. The ultrasonic sensor works by emitting short bursts of ultra-
sonic wave sound from its transducer. The range created is a cone-shaped area
about 20o off the center-line of the beam, and the length of coverage is about
0.5m to 6m. The sensor then “listens” for the echo of these waves when they
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hit an object and are reflected to the sensor. By measuring the round-trip
time of ultrasonic waves from the sensor to the object and back, knowing the
speed of the waves in the air, the sensor can determine the distance to the
object. An example of motion detector in Figure 2.1. If we use one sensor,
we can only detect the motion of an object within its coverage. In order to
determine the exact location of an object, we need 2 sensors. We introduce
our approach to this problem in section 4.1.3.
We are conscious that there are a lot of work accomplish this task by us-
ing the other devices such as video camera, but we have our own reason and
motivation in using sonar sensor. Firstly, sonar sensor is cheap and the data
fusion algorithm is quite simple, comparing to video camera, whereby the algo-
rithm is very complicated, related to many fields like signal processing, image
processing...or you must use the available library to detect the person move-
ment. Secondly, since my research was done in Information Quality group and
for us, the sonar sensor is a very good sensor to study about the “information
quality”. Different from other sensors, sonar sensor’s data quality degrades
over time and varies between locations and situations.
2.1.2 Sensor networks
Sensor networks consist of a collection of sensing device. Each sensing device
can be considered as a node in the network. Each node in the sensor network
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Figure 2.1: Sonar sensor and its operation
communicates with the others through wireless or wire transmission. All the
nodes are not required to communicate at any particular time. For sensor
networks, they have a routing protocol to control the stream of data and
messages among these nodes.
There is a master node in the sensor network called station node or base
node. Data sensed via the sensor network is routed to the station node. The
station node, then processes data depending on the application requirements.
In our case, although each sensor can not communicate itself with other sensor,
but a group of sensors is controlled by a PC and the communicating task will
be carried out by such PCs.
2.1.3 Information quality
There is no common definition of information quality, as in [14] information
quality was defined as “fitness for use”. In our work, the information quality
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is graded by a collection of criteria then its value is used to evaluate each
individual sensor.
The set of criteria applied includes accuracy, repeatability, sensitivity and
linearity. Each criteria could be influenced by certain factors, for example the
distance from object to sensor, the angle of the object, the energy remaining
in the sensor, and perhaps the interference from other sensors. Practically, in
our methodology, the information quality is presented in a quality profile for
each individual sensor, this profile consist of profile entries. Each entry refers
to a pre-determined position in the sensor’s sensed-range and a set of quality
criteria at this position.
2.2 Literature review
In this section, we review the literature on sensors and sensor networks. De-
spite the fact that sensors are widely used in many areas, there is little work
that we found related to our approach, especially from the point of view of
integration of information quality to sonar sensors. I would like to classify the
literature into several categories relevant to our research problem.
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2.2.1 Context aware application
Context aware applications are closely attached to sensors since they use sen-
sors to sense “the world” and to know the environment. Such applications’
behaviors are relevant to sensed information.
A.Dey in [1] and [3] introduced a very clear understanding about context aware
applications and how to use context. In [1], A.Dey et al. defined the context
after reviewing the previous context definitions. According to the author, the
context “is any information that can be used to characterize the situation of
an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant
to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and
applications themselves”. The author also defined “a system is context-aware
if it uses context to provide relevant information and/or services to the user
where relevancy depends on user’s task”.
To easily develop context-aware application, A.Dey presents the Context-
toolkit, which supports common features required by applications such as
capture and access context, store context, execute independently in distrib-
uted environment. The context toolkit consists of three main abstractions:
Context Widgets,Context interpreters and Context aggregators.
With the same approach to context and context toolkit, D. Salber et al.
in [8] introduces the context toolkit for developing the context-aware applica-
tions. They define the context as environmental information that is part of an
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application’s operating environment and that can be sensed by the application.
The context toolkit relies on the context widgets and a distributed infrastruc-
ture that hosts the widgets. The context widget is a software component that
allows an application to query the context information, while hiding the de-
tails of context sensing. The authors have also built some context widgets
and used them in the applications like: In/Out boards, Information Displays,
DUMMBO Meeting Board.
In [1], A. Dey just presented the context aware concept and context toolkit.
These theoretical concepts are applied in [3], to develop a reminder applica-
tion called CybreMinder, which decides when to deliver the reminder upon
satisfaction of the context condition. The aim of developing CybreMinder is
to design a reminder tool with features beyond the conventional methods such
as paper to-do-list, email mailbox, post-it notes, electronic calendar, etc. The
expected features of an ideal reminder tool are (a) usage of rich context for
specifying reminders,(b) deliverance of the reminders at appropriate time,(c)
creation of the reminders by using different input devices,(d) offering a variety
of means to receive the reminder, depend on the user’s prefer, and (e) inclusion
in the reminder both signal and full description. User can view list of all active
reminder.
The CybreMinder has two main components: reminder creation and re-
minder delivery. The reminder creation provides the user an interface to
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create a reminder. User has to input the information such as the recipient,
message, expired time, and context situation, which is given by the Cybre-
Minder infrastructure. The reminder delivery finds the most appropriate de-
livery method for each reminder recipient. The CybreMinder infrastructure
is closely connected to the Context Toolkit. Context toolkits analyze and de-
termine what context situation are available to the user. Moreover, for each
reminder, the context toolkit compares the current context information with
the context condition, and the reminder is delivered if all the context situations
are satisfied. The type of sensor used in these application is iButton [9].
However, in general all the works above are high level descriptions of con-
text applications. The authors have not made clear how the applications
communicate with sensors. Moreover, the authors also suggest that they can
use combinations of various types of sensors, but they have not considered how
to fuse data from all the sensors.
2.2.2 Sensor and coverage problem
Coverage of a sensor refers to the region in which a sensor can detect an object.
The shape of the coverage area varies from one sensor to another. Most of the
sensor networks model the coverage area as a circle. For sonar sensor, the
coverage area has a cone-like shape.
The coverage problem is well-studied in the literature. Area coverage and
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detectability are characterized in [5]. While the coverage is defined as the
sensing area of one or more sensors, the detectability is defined as the proba-
bility that no path exists for an object to move in a sensor network without
being detected. The sensors are deployed in two different schemes: grid-based
sensor network and random sensor network. The results have shown that for
the grid-based sensor network, they have more efficient area coverage while
the random sensor networks offers robustness and reliability in the event of
sensor failure. The authors also claim that for random sensor network, there is
a critical density depending on the range of sensor. If the density is lower than
this threshold, there is a penetrating path that can not be detected. Thus, in
order to detect any crossing object, the sensor density should be higher than
the critical one. From a different approach, the coverage optimal was also
studied in [19] together with the connectivity. The authors tried to maximize
the coverage not only in terms of the region of coverage but also in terms
of point coverage. The authors’ work contributed to two related deployment
problems in wireless sensor networks. The two problems are coverage, which
is a physical range that a object can be detected, and connectivity, which de-
termines how to organize the sensor into a connected-sensor network. They
propose the solution for the optimal placement of sensors in the two differ-
ent scenarios: region coverage and point coverage. The authors solved the
region coverage problem by presenting a sensor-placement pattern to achieve
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a density which is close to the optimal. The solution to the point coverage
problem is to compute the minimum spanning tree. Based on this tree, the
sensor placement algorithm is built from the leaf nodes.
Another work that deployed sensors in a grid-based manner is presented
in [31]. In this paper, the sensor network is presented as a grid of points with
obstacles distributed around these points. A novel approach in this work is
that the sensor detection is modelled probabilistically, so that any two points
in the grid have a pair of detection probabilities, these two values may not be
symmetric. The paper proposed an algorithm which tries to solve the coverage
optimization problem under constraints of imprecise detection. The authors
claim that sensor detection must be modelled probabilistically, therefore, they
present the probability of detection of a target through an exponential function
of the distance between the target and the sensor. For each pair of points on
the grid, there is a pair of detection probabilities which denote the probability
that a target can be detected by a sensor. In the case of obstacles, these two
values may not be symmetric. The objective of the sensor placement algorithm
is to locate the sensor on the grid field such that one can minimize the number
of sensors, and every point on the grid is covered with a coverage threshold.
The algorithm uses a greedy heuristic to select the best position for one sensor
at a time. One of the advantages of this scheme is that it can model a field
with the presence of obstacles.
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Besides the aforementioned, there are some works which approach the cov-
erage problem theoretically. For example in [30], the authors use the Vonoroi
diagrams and graph theoretic techniques in the worst and average cases, for
coverage calculation of a wireless ad-hoc sensor networks. While in [13], the
author uses Brownian Boolean Model to study the coverage efficiency, com-
munication and reliability. The paper addresses the problem of using mobile
sensor network to survey a region, in which these mobile sensors are distrib-
uted randomly. The authors model the sensor network as a “Brownian Boolean
Model, whereby the nodes execute independent Brownian motion”.
2.2.3 Information quality in sensor network
There is not much work relating to how to access information and evaluate the
information quality of sensor networks. [29] and [2] are more related to the
querying sensor data. In [29], S. Madden states some characteristics of sensors,
such as power limitation and continuous stream of data. Then he presents
Fjord architecture for combining streaming data of sensor and traditional data
sources, and for controlling multiple queries over many sensors. The two main
elements of Fjord architecture are “Fjord operator” and “sensor-proxy”. Each
operator has a set of input queues and a set of output queues. A queue is used
to route data from one operator to another by a “push-pull” mechanism. This
mechanism makes it possible for the streaming sensor to work. The second
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major unit is a sensor-proxy. The sensor-proxy acts as an immediate gateway
between the sensor and the Fjord query. The sensor-proxy’s responsibilities
include accepting and serving the queries on behalf of the sensors, adjusting
the sample rate of the sensors and directing the sensor to aggregate samples in
predefined ways. The Fjord architecture combines proxies in such a way that
streaming data is pushed through operators that pull from traditional data
source, efficiently merging local data and stream data.
In [2], queries to sensor database are transformed to XML mode. The
authors used the XML model to construct a logical site hierarchy which is
mapped onto a smaller hierarchy of a physical site. To query wide area sensor
databases, XPATH is executed and then the result may be cached at sites as
dictated by the queries. Although the paper mentions wide-area sensors such
as web-cams, microphones and pressure gauges, it does not explain how such
sensors interact with their systems, how they collect raw data from sensors and
how the XML document is built. To reduce the bandwidth in sensor network,
in [16], the raw data can be compressed before forwarding to the archiver.
The author claims that sending the raw data from wireless sensors to the data
collector uses up the bandwidth and causes energy consumption. Then they
showed that the time series can be captured and compressed before forwarding
to the archiver. Due to the latency of the network communication and latency
of the compression, a prediction mechanism is required to address this issue.
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The time series is compressed to a PCA - Piecewise Constant Approximation
by PMC algorithm. To achieve the estimated values of time series ahead of
time, a predictive model is also applied at the producer side and then sends
these model’s parameters to the archiver.
Finally, the only work in this category which integrated information quality
into the query process is presented in [10]. In this paper, F.Naumann et al.
observe the query planning from another perspective: how to incorporate the
information quality into the query process. Their work consists of two main
steps: Source selection which eliminates certain sources which are worse than
others in all criteria. The second step is to rank all the query plans based-on
attribute-specific information quality score. The plan with the highest score
is selected for execution. The source selection process uses Data Envelopment
Analysis - DEA method as described in [11]. This method determines whether
a source is on or below the efficiency frontier by solving a linear program once
for each source. The plan selection process consists of three sub-phases (1)
Plan creation to create all the possible query plans that can yield semantically
correct answer to a the given user query, (2) Plan evaluation to grade the
query information quality, each resulting plan would have an IQ scores, and
(3) Plan ranking to scale, weight and compare to find the total IQ score of
each plan.
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2.2.4 Data fusion and target tracking in sensor area
Data fusion is a very large topic. In the sensor area, data fusion means the
collection and combination of the raw data from multiple sensors to obtain
fused data.
There is some research work in robotic area using sensors to detect ob-
stacles. Work in [6] presents a model to predict obstacle ranges for robot
navigation. For all the obstacle shapes, like planes, cylinders, angles and cor-
ners, the authors use a parametric representation of line segments to model
them in a coordinate system of plane-geometry. To estimate whether two ob-
stacle points are connectible, they define a threshold for the distance between
two obstacle points. The shape of the obstacle is obviously changed accord-
ing to the threshold value. In this work, only the sonar sensor was used, but
in [26] at a higher level, multiple types of sensors were used to understand
the remote environment. In this paper, the authors fuse data from multiple
types of sensors such as stereo vision, sonar and odometer to create a user
interface for vehicle teleoperation. Stereo version sensors and sonar sensors
were mounted around a wheel-chair, which itself is an odometer. By selecting
appropriate sensors and fusing the information via cross-filtering algorithm,
the authors create an interface allowing them to understand information of
the remote environment.
There are two research works similar to our approach. The first one, in
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[28] presents a comparison of two sonar models which defined as “Sonar mode
determines how to interpret the range reading of sonar”. The authors claim
that different parts in the range of a sensor reflect the wave to the emitter
differently. Therefore, a sonar model can be used to estimate the character of
a sensing range by assigning a value to each part of the sonar range, which rep-
resents the probability that the object is located there. The two sonar models,
which are contrasted, are two-dimensional Gaussian sonar model and multi
target model based on normal distribution. The result of theirs experiment
showed that the multi target model performs better than the two-dimensional
Gaussian model. The next effort is about the trade-off between power con-
sumption and quality of surveillance, in [7]. This paper looked at the trade-off
between the power consumption and the quality of surveillance while tracking
the movement of the target. The authors divide the sensor networks operation
into two states: the surveillance state in which there is nothing moving and
no special event, the next state is the tracking state in which there is a mov-
ing target. The sensors in network should be aware of their state and switch
to the appropriate state when required. For the surveillance state, the author
presents a scheme that selects which subset of the sensors are to be awake while
others remain sleeping. This scheme, called PECAS, is an extension of PEAS
scheme defined in [12]. In PEAS, each sensor probes a message and waits for
a reply message to see whether there is a operating sensor around. Upon re-
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ceiving this reply message, this sensor can return back to “sleep mode”, with
the length of the next sleeping period being decided by Adaptive Sleeping
algorithm. Extending PEAS, in PECAS, the authors calculate the working
time of each sensor in such a way that it can attach to the reply message the
time period it should go to sleep. Thus, the sensor which receives this reply
message knows how long it should sleep such that it can wake up at the right
time. For the tracking state, a proactive wake-up algorithm is applied. The
basic idea is that the sensors send different packets to their neighbors accord-
ing to their state and the target location. A sensor upon receiving such a
packet, can change its state adaptively and continue to broadcast the packet.
This proactive wake-up algorithm guarantees that there is always a group of
operating sensors along the target’s moving path.
Tracking targets using sensor networks has been extensively studied. A
very simple sensor type, binary sensor, has been used in [18] to track a moving
target. J. Aslam et al. propose a binary sensor mode, in which each sensor
only reports +1(plus) or -1(minus) whether the object is moving closer to
the sensor or away from the sensor. By using the geometry properties of
such sensor networks, the authors develop a particle filtering style algorithm
to monitor moving objects. In a very similar approach using simple sensor
networks, K. Mechitov et al. in [21] present a cooperative tracking method
for tracking moving target and approximating the moving path of target. The
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authors also use a binary sensor type, but it is even simpler then the previous
one in [18]. This sensor type can only report whether the target is in its range
or not, for that reason the author named it “binary detection”. By combining
the shared information among the nearby sensors, the authors can estimate the
position of the target and then use these estimates to aggregate and compute
the path of the object . Using more advanced sensor types, both audio and
video sensors, N. Checka and K. Wilson in [25] claim that two sensor types
can support each other, providing a tracking method which is more robust and
achieves better performance than the one that uses only a single sensor type.
The authors present a model to describe the fused data of both the audio and
video sensors.
There are two research works, [24] and [20], related to the tracking problem
in smart home. In [24], only one type of sensor is used to monitor elderly
people by themselves, but in [20], multiple sensors of various types are used
to monitor the whole family. M. Chan et al. in [24] develop a multi sensors
system to survey elderly living at home. The sensors used in the system is
infrared sensors. They are attached to each room and detect the presence of
a person in this room. The raw data collected from these sensors has a set
of lines. Each line is composed of a set of bits which represent the sensor
status and the date and time of the event. The trajectory is extracted from
the raw data set based on the status of each sensor at each location. A set of
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simulations is conducted to obtain 8 trajectory classes. While K. Matsuota in
[20] presents a very big project developed under the national research project
in Japan. It is able to track the daily life activities of a whole family and
automatically detects abnormal behavior caused by illness or home accidents.
To fully understand “who did what, when and where”, the project used 167
sensors (15 kinds of sensors), which can monitor up to 5 people simultaneously.
In this case, the system can understand the daily routine of each member, so
that the unusual conditions can be detected by comparing the current sequence
behaviors with a normal one.
From the target tracking perspective, I would like to summarize some of
the target tracking research works that used sensor network and compare them
to our approach. More details are presented in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Related works summary
Research Static Obstacle Sensor type Detect Quality-
work what ? aware
B.R. Zou 00[6] X X Sonar Obstacle’s X
shape
R. Meier 99[26] X X Sonar Envi- X
Stereo vision ronment
J. Aslam 03[18] X X Binary Moving X
target
K. Mechitov 03[21] X X Binary Moving X
target
C. Gui 04[7] X X Circle-shape Moving X
range target
N. Checka 02[25] X X Audio - video Person X
M. Chan 04[24] X X Infrared Elderly X
K. Matsuoka 04[20] X X 15 types Family X
My work X X Sonar Elderly X
Chapter 3
Open research problem
Through out the literature, we observe that there is not much work related to
ultrasonic sonar sensors. Most related work contributed to the sensor network
coverage problem [5, 19, 13, 31, 30], and how to place the sensors to achieve an
optimal value. There is some work with sonar sensors, but they are in robotic
area, where its usage is to detect an obstacle [26], predict the obstacle’s shape
[6] or as in [23] the passive sonar was developed for tracking and navigation
purpose, that guides a robot following an acoustic source.
There are two research works on the same purpose of monitoring the elderly
people. [24] uses infrared sensor and tracks the person from one region to an-
other, [20] develops very complicated sensor networks with 16 different sensor
types. Our work is simpler in the sense that we only used sonar sensor, a cheap
sensor type, and keep track of the target as it is moving. Most importantly,
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there is not much work which incorporates the information quality of sensors,
resulting in a model that allows us to select the appropriate sensor according
to the quality requirement. The only work that considers the quality is [7],
but it does not address the quality of a sensor, only the quality of surveillance.
The authors access the quality of surveillance as a trade-off with the number
of working sensors. The higher the number of sensors active, the higher is the
quality of surveillance. In our approach, we evaluate the quality of a partic-
ular sensor by examining the target location in the range of a sensor. As we
mentioned above, to detect exactly where the location of any object using the
sonar sensor, the object has to be in the range of at least two sensors. For
this reason, the sensor placement becomes very different. The first reason is
that the sensing area of sonar sensor is a cone-like area, not a circular area,
and second reason is that we need two sensors to detect location of an object
in the surveyed area. This leads to two problems in sensor networks: given a
region , we need to know at least how many sonar sensors are required, and
how to place them in order to cover the entire region? Secondly if we have a
fixed number of sonar sensors, how should we deploy these sensors to achieve
the maximum coverage area? These subproblems are out of the scope of this
thesis, and are being addressed by other members of our group.
Also, if all the sensors are energy-aware, meaning that they are run on
battery, we should try to reduce their working-time as much as possible. We
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assume that we need only 2 sensors at a particular time to detect the location
of an object. So among all these sensors, which two sensors will be selected?
If object is out of the range of one sensor, which one is selected to replace it?
What criterion should the selection be based-on?
Although there are quite a lot of open research problems, we focus on the
problem which are going to be tackled in this thesis.
Quality incorporation To our knowledge, there are no widely accepted mod-
els of a sensor nor a network of sensors from a quality oriented perspective.
Therefore, in our work, we access the information quality (IQ) to each indi-
vidual sensor through a novel experiment.
Sensor selection The problem of sensor selection has been intensively stud-
ied in the literature. The common approaches are to try to select a group
of sensors that can “sense” the target, it means that they evaluate quality of
sensors equally given that the target is in these sensors’ range. We see the
problem from different point of view, because of the quality incorporation,
the quality of surveillance is different from one sensor to another. If we can
somehow grade and evaluate the surveillance quality, then the best sensors to
be selected would be the sensor with highest IQ score.
Trajectory classification and abnormal detection The final goal of the
whole project is to use sonar sensor to monitor and keep track of the elderly
movement. To do this, we have to capture and classify the daily trajectories,
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then compare them to a set of known trajectories or set of rules in order to
issue an abnormal behavior. That would make our application a context-aware
system. The context here refers to a person in a house, while the changes of
environment are his movements. Hence these techniques could be applied in
certain context-aware system like:
- Thief warning: Alarm and turn on the camera when there is a burglar in
your home.
- Elderly care : This can be applied in hospital or in private house, where the
patient or elderly lives alone. The daily routines of the person is captured and
stored. A step of analysis on this data can give us useful information about
the status and behavior of the person.
We are aware that the sonar sensor could not create powerful context aware
application, therefore, it’s worth to consider the combination of multi sensor
types like video camera, acoustic sensor...
Chapter 4
Current research work
The work reported here contributes to an overall project currently conducted
at Information Quality group - Context Aware System Department, at I2R.
The project is titled “Movement Tracking in Smart Home”.
In this project, we would like to use multiple sensors to capture trajectories
of elderly people in their homes, and classify the captured trajectories for
the purpose of activity analysis. The picture in Figure 4.1 depicts a typical
trajectory that has been captured by a set of sonar sensors attached around
the house. At a time, we only need two of them to observe this person, while
all the remained sensors are in hibernate state or are turned off. The system
must need to know when it should switch to an alternate sensor to ensure that
a moving person is still in detected range, and how to select the appropriate
sensor to continue tracking the person. Moreover, we would also like to answer
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certain questions concerning the person’s movement, to see whether we can
infer or deduce something from the person’s behavior.
Figure 4.1: Trajectory in a house
A simple description could not cover all research issues in the above project.
Some research challenges we could foresee are:
• How to deploy the sonar sensors in the house
• How data is retrieved, archived
• How the data from multiple sensors is fused, how much is best
• How we select and schedule the sensor
• How to integrate information quality to each stage
• How to implement the end-user query interface
In my thesis, I focus on these following problems:
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• Retrieve data from sensors
• Combine , fuse the data from multiple-sensors
• Evaluate information quality of each sensor.
• Select sensor based on its information quality.
• Simple data inference
First of all, we present the overall picture and components in the system,
and then solve the above issues.
4.1 Overall picture
The system consists of 3 main components: Data collection, data fusion and
data inferencing as depicted in the figure 4.2. I will explain the details of these
components shortly.
4.1.1 Data collector
The data collector component acts as a mediator between the application and
the sensors, and plays the role of communicating with sensors, sending com-
mand to sensors and retrieving data from sensors. In our approach, the sensor
selection also lies in this component. To achieve this, we model the informa-
tion quality of the sensor, to see in which condition the sensor give us the
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Figure 4.2: Overall picture
best quality. There are many factors which could affect the accuracy of sensor
result. In [27], the author cites some factors as temperature, target location,
target composition, transmission media, etc. As listed in [4], some practical
problems of ultrasonic sensor are blind spot, multiple reflection, obstruction,
unwanted reflection and external noise. In our approach, we only consider
the target location and multiple reflection issues. Although the sensor manu-
facturer specifies the working range of their sensor, many research has shown
that the accuracy of result is not the same at any point. Our main concern is
the difference in the sensitivity at each point within the coverage region. To
clarify this problem, we did an experiment to study the data quality of the
ultrasonic motion detector.
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4.1.2 Data Collector Quality - Noise reduction
Noise reduction is the process of removing noise from one sensor reading. We
mentioned that there are several factors that make the sensor reading noisy.
The objective of this step is to remove noise from sensor generated data before
using them in data fusion.
To smooth the read data, we apply the Simple Linear Regression (SLR). Our
data have form (xi, yi) while xi is the time-stamp and yi is the distance at this
time. The SLR algorithm tries to find the closest straight line goes through all
these points. Suppose we have set of pairs of data point {(xi, yi) : i = 1...n},




(xi − x¯)(yi − y¯)∑










The result of the SLR is always a straight line, so we do not apply it for the
whole data but only to a number of data points which is held in a buffer.
Figure 4.3 shows the result of the noise reduction when we smoothen every
20 data points we get from the sensor. The original data is on the left, figure
4.3(a), and the result is on the right, figure 4.3(b). This data is generated
when a person is moving back and forth in front of a sensor, at sampling rate
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of 16 samples/second. We observe that the noise has been removed after we
apply the Simple Linear Regression smoothing algorithm.









Raw data − Before Noise Reduction









Raw data − After Noise Reduction
Figure 4.3: Noise reduction
4.1.3 Data fusion
In general, data fusion is the step of taking the information from multiple,
independent sensors and combining them to the provide information which is
not available in any single sensor. There are several techniques to detect the
location of a target using sensor. For example, in [22] the authors develop
a maximum likelihood method to localize the target using arrays of acoustic
sensor, while in[15], they present a protocol, named Distributed Predictive
Tracking, to survey a moving target. The protocol has a similar objective
to our approach in that it selects the suitable sensor to keep track of the
moving object while the others are in hibernation or off-working state. In our
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context, data fusion plays the role of combining raw data from two sensors,
then computing the final velocity vector of the actual movement. Recall that
the sonar sensor can only give us the distance to target. Therefore, to locate
the position of a target, two sensors are enough given that the tracked target
is in the range of the two sensors. The algorithm is very simple and based on
the triangulation geometry. I will present the algorithm shortly.
The algorithm is very similar to a simple mathematical principle called
trilateration. This principle is used to locate an object in the earth by GPS
satellites. The idea of trilateration principle is that we can absolutely deter-
mine the location of any object if we know three distances from this object to
three different points. Figure 4.4 describes this situation.
Figure 4.4: Trilateration principle
In our problem, we do not need three sensors because the range of each
sensors is small, the angle is about 100 and the distance is less than 6m. For
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that reason, we assume that the object can only lie on the same side of two
sensor’s range. Given two sensors, S1 and S2 and one target O in the detected
range of both sensors. We create a local coordinate system with the origin
point is S1, X axis is the line S1S2 as shown in figure 4.5. Suppose that we
know the location of each sensor, so the coordinate of S2 is (d,0). At time t,
target O is detected by both sensor S1 and S2. The raw data that these two
sensors give us are: distance from sensor S1, S2 are d1 , d2 respectively and two
velocities value v1 and v2. The sign of velocity value represents the direction
of movement to a particular sensor. For example, if v1 < 0 (having a minus(-)
sign), it means that the target is moving closer to sensor S1. Our problem is
that from the above data, we have to compute the coordinate of target O at
time t and the resultant velocity vector which reflects its actual movement.
We can use the triangulation geometry to solve such problem. Let’s call the
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Obviously, the coordinate of target O is located exactly.
Figure 4.5: Data fusion - Resultant velocity vector OV









OV on the OS1 and
−−→
OV2 is the projection of
−−→
OV on the OS2, see
figure 4.5. We have:
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Since line l1 goes through V1 and line l2 goes through V2 then
l1 :
y − V1y









l1 : y − V1y = m′1(x− V1x)
l2 : y − V2y = m′2(x− V2x)
(4.1)
V is the intersection of the two lines l1 and l2, then its coordinate will be the
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solution of equalities (4.1). Solving these equalities, we have

Vx =




1(Vx − V1x) + V1y
Hence, the resultant velocity value is:
OV =
√
(Vx −Ox)2 + (Vy −Oy)2
Finally, we have to transform the coordinate of the target from local coordina-
tion system to global coordination system. Figure 4.6 describes the relation-
ship between local coordinate system and global coordinate system.
Basically, it requires two steps to transform from local to global coordinate
Figure 4.6: Local coordinate versus global coordinate
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system. The first step is rotate transform and the second step is translate
transform. For the first step, we have to determine the rotation angle between
the local coordinate system and global coordinate system. This angle is equal
to the angle between the two X axes of two coordinate systems.





x2 − x1 ) if x1 6= x2
90o if x1 = x2
If we call x′o and y
′
o the coordinate of the target in the global coordinate
system, we have

x′o = x1 + xocos(α) + yosin(α)
y′o = y1 + yocos(α)− xosin(α)
We have seen how a simple algorithm based on triangulation geometry can be
applied to solve the data fusion problem. This algorithm requires only two
sensors and a target must be in their detected range.
4.1.4 Data Fusion Quality: Fusion Correction for Spa-
tial Loss
In our data fusion algorithm, we assume that two sensors detect the same
point. However, in most cases, this is not true, because the tracked object,
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for example in our case, the person has volume and when he is walking or
standing, each sensor detects different parts of his body. If we assume that
two sensors are detecting the same point, we lose the information quality which
is called the spatial IQ loss. The objective of the data fusion correction part
is to minimize the spatial IQ loss and hence increase the accuracy of the data
fusion algorithm.
Figure 4.7 describes the situation. If O is the detected point from the data
fusion algorithm, the target can be anywhere in the area made by three point
O,A and B. The simplest way to estimate the location of the target is that we
Figure 4.7: Data Fusion Correction - Reduce Spatial Loss
take the center point of the triangle OAB to represent the target location.
The steps to compute the center point is as follows.
i) Determine the two points at the boundary of one sensor
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ii) Select the point which is further from the other sensor
iii) Compute the center point of the triangle OAB.
If the angle in the direction of sensor S1 is α1, and the valid coverage range
of sensor is β, d1 is the distance from S1 to O, then the two points at the
boundary of sensor S1 are:
B











x = S1.x+ d1.sin(α1 − β2 )
y = S1.y + d1.cos(α1 − β2 )
From the two points B and B’, we eliminate the point which is closer to sensor
S2, suppose that this is B’. So we have point B at the boundary of sensor S1.
Similarly for sensor S2, we have point A at the boundary of the sensor S2.







4.1.5 Data Collector and Data Fusion Verification
To implement the data collector component to verify the accuracy of the data
fusion algorithm, as well as to see how the fusion correction improves the
performance, a small program is written in Visual Basic (VB) to communicate
with the sensors through the API provided by the sensor manufacturer.
The motion detector we used to develop our application is attached to the
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PC through LabPro. LabPro is a small hand-held computer dedicated to the
task of data collection and controlling of the output lines. LabPro is built-in
with a microprocessor which can communicate with a computer. There is a
set of commands that allow the computer to customize the parameters of the
data collection to meet the specific requirement.
The LabPro can communicate with the computer through the RS-232 port
or USB port. We communicate with LabPro via COM port (RS-232). Pro-
gramming with LabPro consists of sending a series of commands to configure
the desired operation and then retrieving the data.
For the sake of demonstration of data fusion algorithm, this small program
in VB just sends and retrieves data from two motion detectors via LabPro.
To verify the improvement of the data fusion correction part, we have two










Two sensors distance : 1m















Figure 4.8: Experiment result of data fusion and spatial loss reduction -
sensors placed in a room and a person standing in the range of two sensors,
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then we apply the data fusion algorithm with and without the data fusion
correction part. The result of our experiment is shown in figure 4.8. For each
data set, we have there points representing the location of the person in the
global (room) coordinate system. These three points are actual position, fusion
position and fusion applied spatial loss reduction position. We can see that
the data fusion correction part has improved the accuracy of the data fusion
algorithm. The improvement may depend on the distance between two sensors
and the distance from the target to the sensors. The result shows that if the
two sensors are placed closer together, the difference among the three points is
not significant. The reason is that when the two sensors are placed near each
other, they seem to detect close points in the body, that’s why the difference
between presence and absence of spatial loss correction is small. But when
the two sensors are placed further, they detect different parts of the body. For
this reason, the data fusion correction part can improve the accuracy of the
position in this case.
We have seen how the data are fused from multi-sensors and how to improve
the quality at data fusion stage by reducing the spatial IQ loss. This data
fusion will be used in the next section when we present the sensor selection
and trajectory classification.
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4.2 Quality-Assessment Experiment
To our knowledge, there are no widely accepted models of a sensor nor a
network of sensors from a quality oriented perspective. Our approach in elderly
tracking problem is different from the others when we integrate the information
quality at each stage. From the data collector stage, we have noise reduction,
which improves the accuracy of sensed data from one sensor. At the data
fusion state, we apply fusion correction algorithm to reduce the spatial IQ
loss. The most important part is the sensor selection, where in we also use
information quality as the criteria to select the appropriate operating sensor.
The first step in our methodology is to determine the footprint of each of a set
of ultra-sound sensors for motion detection. The manufacturer’s specifications
simply specifies the dimensions of the cone in terms of the minimum and
maximum radius and the angle of coverage. However it does not mention
a) The differences in the sensitivity at each point within the coverage region
and
b) The differences between individual units of the sensor - which may be quite
difficult to model because of variabilities in the manufacturing process.
In order to fully understand the sensor behavior, we need to do an experiment
with each individual sensor. The objective of our experiment is to evaluate the
quality at different points in the range of an individual sensor. The accuracy
of sensed data varies from point to point in the sensor’s range.
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Figure 4.9: Experiment design : (a) Grid sensor’s range.(b) Generate a sliding
object
4.2.1 Experiment design
The floor in the range of sensor is divided as in figure 4.9(a). We use polar
coordinates to represent a point in the range of a sensor. In a two-dimensional
case, this means that any point in sensor’s range will be represented by two
values : distance to the sensor and angle created with the center beam. There-
fore, the coverage area is divided in the grid manner as in figure . Because the
coverage angle of the beam is 20o, and we assume that the points are symmet-
ric to the center beam, we can split the angle into three angle 0o, 5o and 10o.
The distance between two consecutive points on the same line is 0.5m.
The idea of the experiment is to use a moving object with a constant
acceleration, from that we can compute the velocity and the distance of moving
object at any given time. We achieve this by using the gravity of the Earth.
Figure 4.9(b) depicts an approach to generate such movement by an object.
The object we used in our experiment slides along an inclined plane, created
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by a wire connecting the point at the specific height to a point below. By
measuring the height, we can compute the velocity of the object at a particular
time and hence, know the distance that the object’s slid.
Let’s assume that the angle between the wire and the ground is α, and the
time-stamp we drop the object is zero. At any given time, the acceleration of
the object is a constant and is equal to
a = g.sin(α), where g is the gravity.








This configuration allows us to know the position of the object at any particular
time. Despite, the several factors which affect the object’s speed when the
object is falling such as friction caused by the wire or by the air etc., this is
because we are interested in the relative results rather than comparing the
sensed data with the actual data. If we do the experiment at different points
with the same conditions, then the obtained results would reflect the accuracy
of sensor. With this reason in mind, by carrying out the experiment by sliding
the object on the wire at different points in the range, using the sensor to
read the distance to object, then comparing the data. In this manner, we can
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characterize the accuracy of sonar sensor at different points in the range.
4.2.2 Experiment implementation and result
Figure 4.10: Lab arrangement
The experiment design in section 4.2.1 focuses on the idea presented above(section
4.2.1). In reality, the problem is much more complicated. We have to set up our
experiment equipment in such a way that the sensor does not detect anything
other than the sliding object itself. Figure 4.10 shows the lab arrangement for
the experiment.
We know the error caused by the friction is accumulated, for that reason,
to reduce the effect of friction, we only collect the data segment by segment.
Here the segment is 2m, i.e, for each angle with center beam, we drop the
object from 6m to 4m, then 5m to 3m, 4m to 2m and so on. We repeat this
routine for each different angles. The result is shown in the series of Figures
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4.11,4.12,4.13 and 4.14






























Figure 4.11: Sliding from 3m



























Figure 4.12: Sliding from 4m
From the data experiment result, we can compare the accuracy at each
different point. Remember that we do not generate a model for our sonar
sensor based on the result. Instead, the difference between each data set and
the actual movement of the object indicates which one is better. If the shape
of the sensed data curve is closer to the shape of actual data, it means that it
has a higher accuracy. We notice that for the distance of 5m and 6m, we could
not collect the data at angle 10o. Since it matches with the beam pattern in
figure 4.15
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Figure 4.13: Sliding from 5m


















Figure 4.14: Sliding from 6m
Figure 4.15: Typical sonar beam pattern of the Polaroid 600 series
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4.2.3 Information Quality profile
We define information quality profile as a collection of criteria to evaluate
the quality of an individual sensor and its range. Based on this profile, the
algorithm of sensor selection decides which sensor should be selected.
There are standard definitions of the general sensor characteristics. In our
profile, we use the following definitions:
Definition 1 Accuracy: The maximum percentage of error between the ex-
pected value and the actual sensor reading, compared to the range.
Accuracy =
Actualmax − Expected
Actualmax − Actualmin (4.2)
Definition 2 Repeatability: The percentage of error between the reading gen-




Actualmax − Actualmin (4.3)
According to [17], there are several characteristics of sensors but we find that
most of these are not really appropriate to our situation. The other sensor
performance characteristics definitions are:
Sensitivity The ratio between the sensor output changes and the change in
the sensor input causing such output change.
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Linearity Measure for the constancy of ratio of input to output
Response Time Time required for a change in input to be observable in the
output
Resolution Smallest observable increment in input
Energy Capacity The remaining power in one sensor if it operates on bat-
tery.
The quality profile consists of a set of profile entries, which has an accuracy
value correspondent to the location and velocity of the object. The fields in a
profile entry are:
• Radial Distance from object to the sensor
• HAngle Horizontal angular coordinate (Off center beam)
• VAngle Vertical angular coordinate (Off center beam)
• Velocity Speed of the object
• Accuracy The difference between actual and measured value
• Repeatability The difference between successive measurement
The three values (Radial,HAngle,VAngle) can be used to define the location of
a point in 3D footprint of the sensor. However, in our application, we consider
only the target in 2D coordinate, hence the VAngle is set to constant value for
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every quality profile entry. Moreover, we are also aware that the velocity has
influence upon the accuracy of the sonar sensor. In our particular application,
the velocity of the elderly does not change much, so we also ignore it in our
quality profile. Finally, our quality profile entry has the following fields:
Radial, HAngle, Accuracy, Repeatability.
In general, we can have other parameters and put them to the profile entry but
in our situation, we use only two characteristics Accuracy and Repeatability,
the others such as Sensitivity, Response Time, Resolution,Energy, etc. may
be considered as constant.
4.2.4 Quality profile generation
To generate the sensor quality profile, we need the data from the experiment
which we call Sensor Calibration Data. This file consists of entries. Each
entry represents a point in the coverage range defined by the radial and angle
with the center beam. The entries together with the two parameters, form the
array of reading values from our experiment. So we can think of the sensor
calibration data file to look something like this
d1, HAngle1, reading1, reading2....readingn
d1, HAngle2, reading1, reading2....readingn
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
di, HAnglej, reading1, reading2....readingn
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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in which
d ∈ {0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5}
HAngle ∈ {0, 5, 10}
readingi : i
th experiment data
The next step, we apply the equation (4.2)-(4.3) in Section 4.2.3 to each sensor
calibration entry. Then we have the sensor quality profile for each point in the
sensor coverage range. The quality profile is also saved in a file, each line in
this file has the following four fields :
Distance,HAngle : Determine the point in the range of sensor
Accuracy,Repeatability : The two values of quality for this point
The Sensor Quality Profile file is used as a lookup table. When we wish to
assess the quality of any point in the coverage range, we just select the nearest
point in the lookup table, and extract the accuracy and repeatability values.
4.3 Sensor selection algorithm
This section addresses the problem of how to select a sensor to continue keeping
tracking the target. As we have seen in the data fusion section, we believe that
two sensors are enough to survey an object in their range. However, to fully
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keep track of the target, we have to assume that the target only moves in the
coverage area of our sensor networks. In other words, we assume that we have
redundance of coverage. The sensors are deployed in such a way that at any
given time, the target is always in the range of at least two sensors. Otherwise,
we could consider the target to be out-of-range. Figure 4.16 presents a model
of sensor deployment. Assuming that we have redundant sensors and we are
then interested in knowing how to select sensors to keep track of the target.
Given a set of sensor S={S1, S2....Sn} are all deployed in one room, perhaps
Figure 4.16: Sensor selection scenario
with obstacles in this room, we have to assure that the target is always in range
of two sensors. If it tends to go out of range of one sensor or when the tracking
quality is decreasing, a hand-over algorithm is initiated upon a neighboring
sensor which has better coverage of the target. This algorithm also includes a
wake-up and synchronize procedure and in this manner, energy conservation
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is accomplished by ensuring that at any given time, at most two sensors are
actively tracking the target. This algorithm consists of several steps. We will
present these steps in the following sections.
4.3.1 Sensor characterizing
Each sensor in the network has a set of parameters which define and charac-
terize its location and properties. Figure 4.17 represents a sensor Si in the
global coordinate system and its parameters
(Six, Siy) : Global coordinate to determine the location of sensor in the room.
Siα : angle between the center beam of center and the global X axis, this
value indicate the sensing direction of sensor Si. Siα ∈ [0..360].
β : Valid angle of the sensor’s range. This property can be defined by the
manufacturer but we need to verify it by experiment. For our sensor,
β = 10o for all sensors.
d : is the maximum distance at which a sensor can detect an object. This
parameter may not be the maximum distance of the sensor capability
since there may be obstacles in the range of sensor. Different from other
parameters, this distance d is dynamic, it can only be obtained after we
set up everything and calibrate all sensors.
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Figure 4.17: Sensor in coordinate system and its parameter
4.3.2 Sensor candidature set
The sensor candidature set is the collection of sensors which can detect the
target at a given time. This sensor set is changed dynamically for each position
of the target in the coordinate system. In the next part, we will present a
mathematical model to generate the sensor candidate set corresponding to a
specific target’s location. This mathematical model is based on the coordinates
of the target and the parameters of the sensors as described in section 4.3.1.
To determine whether target is within range of a sensor, we use a relative polar
coordinate system between target and sensors.
To determine the relative relation between target and a sensor, we need to
calculate the distance from target to sensor and the angle measured by the
target and sensor with the OX axis. The simplicity of calculating distance
leads us to focus on the angle determination. To calculate this angle, we use
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the dot product of vector
−→
Si0 and unit vector −→v (1, 0).
We have
−→
Si0 = (Ox − Sx, Oy − Sy) and |−→Si0| =
√
(Ox − Sx)2 + (Oy − Sy)2.
The dot production of the two vectors is

−→
Si0.−→v = |−→Si0|.|−→v |.cos(θ) = |−→Si0|.cos(θ)
−→







(Ox − Sx)2 + (Oy − Sy)2
)
If we call the angle of sensor and target created with X axis is φ, then we have
the following two cases:
φ =

θ if 0 ≤ Siα < 180
360− θ otherwise
(4.4)
The object is in range of a sensor if its location satisfies the two conditions:




≤ φ ≤ Siα + β
2
ii) If OSi is the distance to the sensor Si(xi, yi), then 0.5 ≤ OSi ≤ Si.d (since
0.5 is the minimum range of any sensor and Si.d is the maximum range
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of a particular sensor Si)
We have derived a mathematical equation to determine whether or not a target
O(xo, yo) is in the detected range of a sensor Si. The condition is

Siα − β2 ≤ φ ≤ Siα + β2
0.5 ≤ OSi ≤ Si.d
(4.5)
4.3.3 Grade and select sensor in candidate set
In this section, we use the quality profile as the criteria to grade the sensors
in the sensors candidate set, then select the one with highest IQ score.
Remember that in our quality profile, we mentioned a set of quality criteria.
To grade the IQ score of an individual sensor, it requires a weight-vector
W=(w1, w2, ..., wn), specified by the user such that
∑n
i=1wi equals to 1. The
length of the weight-vector - n - is equal to the number of criteria in our quality
profile. In general case, we can set the weight to zero for the absent criteria.
The weight-vector component reflects the importance of the corresponding
individual criteria to the user. If the users prefer the accuracy to repeatability,
i.e, the accuracy is more important than the repeatability, they can set the
weight for the accuracy higher than repeatability, given that the sum of the
weight components is 1.
For each individual sensor Si, the overall quality score IQ(Si) for a particular
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in which vi is the vector corresponding to the evaluated point in the qual-
ity profile. The sensor selection procedure is presented in algorithm 1, Sen-
sor Selection(0,S).
Algorithm 1 Sensor Selection(O,S)
1: S ← {S1, S2, ...., Sn}
2: O ←Current target location
3: Candidate Set ← ∅
4: for i ← 1 to n do
5: if (O ∈ Si’s range) then
6: Candidate Set ← Candidate Set ⋃ Si
7: end if
8: end for
9: for each Si in Candidate Set do
10: Find entry kth in IQ profile which is closest to 0





14: Select the two sensors with highest IQ(Si) score from Candidate Set
Table 4.1: Algorithm 1 Sensor Selection
We can see in line 5 of algorithm 1, the equation (4.5) is applied to verify
current position in the range of sensor Si.
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4.4 Trajectory representation and classifica-
tion
4.4.1 Trajectory representation
At the beginning, we represented the trajectory as a list of points, so every
point that we get from the data fusion is included in the trajectory. However,
this kind of representation has a drawback. If we collect the data with sample
rate 10 samples/second, we have a lot of points in a very short period of
time and moreover, these points only show us the tendency of the object’s
movement. For this reason, we use boxes to represent the trajectory. We
divide the floor of the room into boxes, and these boxes are numbered from left
to right, bottom to top as in figure 4.18. With this floor grid, a trajectory can
be represented by a sequence of boxes, for instance in figure 4.18 , trajectory
from the living room to the bathroom is the sequence : 4→ 13→ 20→ 28→
36...→ 68
Figure 4.18: Example of trajectory on a floor divided by 8x10
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Definition 3 A trajectory is a sequence of numbers of boxes
The length of a trajectory is defined as
Definition 4 Length of a trajectory is the number of boxes in this trajectory.
Len(Ti)=Number of boxes
Our task now is to match the point representation to box representation, and
we need to do this on-the-fly. Our approach is that we buffer the points which
we get from the data fusion part, and then find the box that has the maximum
density of the points in the buffer. This single box will represent the collection
of points in buffer. When the person is moving, the points are transferred to
boxes then the trajectory is formed on the fly.
4.4.2 Trajectory Classification
Since we have represented the trajectory as a sequence of box numbers, the
trajectory classification problem can be seen as follows:
We have a array of trajectories T1, T2..., Tn, and we have an unknown trajectory
U that we would like to classify. The objective of the procedure is to try to
match U with one of the known trajectory Ti. If mo match can be made, we
can report U as a new trajectory.
The following definitions will be needed:
Definition 5 Distance from one box b to a trajectory T with a sequence of
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boxes a1 → a2 → ...→ an, from index j is defined as:
d(b, T ) = min{d(b, ai)|i > j}
Definition 6 The most matching trajectory (MMT) to one box b is the tra-
jectory whose distance to the box is minimum among all the distances from
other trajectories and this minimum distance has to be less than a predefined
threshold.
MMT (b) = {i|d(b, Ti) < d(B, Tj), ∀j 6= i and d(b, Ti) < Threshold}
The idea of the trajectory classification algorithm is: to allow us to find the
most matching trajectory from the known trajectories for each box in U. We
can compute the maximum appearance of matching trajectories for all the
boxes. This can then be considered as the closest trajectory to U. The details
of the algorithm are presented in pseudo code format shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Trajectory Classification
1: Input T1, T2, ...Tn
2: U : b1 → b2...→ bm
3: Output Ti or New trajectory
4: Initialize
5: NoAppear(0..n) ← 0 {Number of appearance}
6: index(1..n) ← 1 {Current compared index}
7: MMT SET ← ∅ {Set of most matching trajectories}
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8: for j ← 1 to m do
9: min ← 1000
10: MMT SET ← ∅
11: for i ← 1 to n do
12: if min ≤ d(bj, Ti) then
13: min ← d(bj, Ti)
14: end if
15: end for
16: for i ← 1 to n do
17: if min = d(bj, Ti) then
18: index(i)← index of the closest box to bj in Ti
19: MMT SET ← MMT SET ⋃ i
20: end if
21: end for
22: if min ≤ THRESHOLD DISTANCE then
23: for each i in MMT SET do
24: NoAppear(i) ← NoAppear(i) + 1
25: end for
26: else
27: NoAppear(0) ← NoAppear(0) + 1
28: end if
29: end for
30: Find k such that NoAppear(k)=max{NoAppear(i)}
31: if k = 0 then
32: Return “New Trajectory”
33: else




37: Return “New Trajectory”
38: end if
39: end if
Table 4.2: Algorithm 2 Trajectory Classification
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4.4.3 Abnormal trajectory detection
As a contribution to context aware oriented application, in this section we
prove that we can detect abnormal trajectory. In the previous section, we
have presented how to capture and classify the trajectory of elderly people in
their home. This information is important to identify whether their pacing
movement is normal or abnormal.
The important issue from the clinical perspective are: When is a trajectory
considered abnormal? If it is abnormal, under what rules can we conclude
something about the behavior of a trajectory? There are some strange be-
haviors that we could think of as an abnormality. For instance, if a person
goes to the toilet more frequently, or stays in the toilet longer than usual, that
could lead to the conclusion of abnormal behavior and with this symptoms,
doctor can diagnose some diseases. Because all the trajectories are stored after
capturing and classifying, we believe the capacity to detect abnormal pacing
behavior is one of the highlights of our contribution.
However, the definition of abnormal trajectory totally depends on the hospital
subjective requirements, therefore in this section, we only present a simple
method to detect an abnormal trajectory when a person moves like a zigzag
path. This method is based on the change of slope for a trajectory. The slope
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of any two points (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) is defined as :
m =
y2 − y1
x2 − x1 (x1 6= x2)
If the point rises (the y coordinate increases), then the slope is positive, we
set to 1. If the point falls (the y coordinate decreases), then the slope is nega-
tive, we set to zero(0). Based on this property, we can use slope to determine
whether a trajectory is in zigzag form or not. Here we present the details
of the algorithm. In this algorithm, we use variable called SlidingWindow to
compute the slope of two points away from SlidingWindow points. In the sim-
plest case, SlidingWindow=1, means we compute the slope of two consecutive
points.
Algorithm 3 Zigzag Trajectory Detection
1: Input : Trajectory T:T1 → T2 → ...→ Tn
2: SlidingWindow
3: Output : T is normal or abnormal
4: Initialize
5: SlopeVector ← ∅
6: for i ← n do
7: if (i+SlidingWindow ≤ n) then
8: m=SignSlope(Ti, Ti+SlidingWindow)
9: SlopeVector ← SlopeVector ⋃ m
10: end if
11: end for
12: for Each value in SlopeVector do
13: if ((SlopeVector(i+1) - SlopeVector(i)) 6= 0) then
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14: SlopeChanges ← SlopeChanges + 1
15: end if
16: end for
17: if (SlopeChanges > SLOPE THRESHOLD) then
18: return ”T is ABNORMAL - zigzag”
19: else
20: return “T is normal”
21: end if




In the previous sections, we have proposed three individual components with
the integration of information quality. Data collector with noise reduction,
data fusion with spatial loss reduction, sensor selection based on the quality
profile, and data abstraction with trajectory classification. In this section, we
present a combination of all these components above to form a application
called “Elderly Trajectory Classification”. This application was presented in
TechFest (an internal I2R demo) as a contribution of the Information Quality
Group to the Health Care flagship project.
In this application, we deploy four sonar sensors in a room. Because of the
small range of each sensor, we tried to position them in a way that would allow
us to get maximum coverage area from the four sensors. Figure 5.1 shows the
graphical user interface of our application. On the left is the raw data we
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get from four sensors when a person walks in the room. These points show
us the direction of movement of the elderly person. As described in section
4.4.1, these raw points will be converted to a sequence of boxes to represent
the corresponding trajectory. On the right of figure 5.1 is the abstract data,
shown as the boxes in a room. For the sake of demonstration, we also put the
sequence of boxes on the screen.
The steps to begin a new session is as follows:
- Calibration : Recall that in section 4.3.1, every sensor has a dynamic para-
meter, it is the maximum distance for the range of this sensor. This parameter
is defined in the specification of the manufacturer, but when we deploy it in
the room, there may be obstacles. This calibration has to be carried out when
there is no one in the room to determine the maximum reading of each sensor.
- “Learning” new trajectory : At the beginning, the program has no known-
trajectory, this set is empty, and we need to “teach” it by repeating the same
movement for each trajectory class. For our demonstration, we create three
classes of trajectories : Class A : From Door to Kitchen, Class B : From
Kitchen to Door, and Class C : From Living-Room to Bed-Room and back to
Living-Room, which we call V-Shape class. For each class, we repeat 10-15
times. For each time, we may have a different sequence of boxes, because even
for the same class, the trajectory may be different from time to time.
After the learning process, the program is now ready for demonstration.
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Figure 5.1 presents a trajectory in which a person moves from door to kitchen.
We can see that on the left are the points captured and fused from four sensors,
while on the right is the box representation, which clearly shows the directions
of the person’s movement.
While the trajectory is generated, the program compares and classifies this
trajectory on the fly, and the most possible matching trajectory class will
be displayed on the screen. At the beginning, this trajectory can match with
many trajectories, but when we have more boxes from the input, the detection
process will only match with the most appropriate trajectory.




My thesis emphasizes on an important but frequently ignored problem, the
integration of information quality to sensor networks application. To the best
of our knowledge, there is no similar work conducted before.
Throughout the literature review, we have seen that there is not much
work concerning the information quality of sonar sensors, and more over, for
the sensor scheduling problem, the prevailing approach select the sensor based
on the energy-awareness not quality-awareness. We present an approach in
which energy could be a factor in our quality profile, which we used as a set
of criteria to select sensor.
In our system, sonar sensors are the data collectors of the system, appear-
ing at the very lowest level. The data collector is the entity responsible for
sensor control, data collection and data integration (the merging of data values
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obtained from a number of sensors). At the fusion stage, data from different
sensors is fused through an application of simple rules, in order to produce
fused data. The data fusion process generates data which is meaningful to the
inferencing stage. Inferencing is the process of associating user level semantics
to events and objects being sensed, and deriving from their state information,
some high level interpretation regarding their behavior or activity. It is the
final stage in the link to the end user.
Our work contributes a system of integration of information quality at
various component, from the data collection component,to the data fusion
component to the sensor selection component. The primary contributions of
our work are:
? Noise reduction when collecting data from one sensor
? Fusion correction when fusing data from two sensors
? Conducting a calibration experiment to assess the quality of individual sen-
sors
? Generating quality profile as a set of criteria to evaluate the sensor
? Sensor selection by grade and score IQ of each sensor according to a weight-
vector.
? Classifying trajectory of indoor elderly movement.
This thesis has demonstrated the possibility of applying the sonar sensors
in monitoring indoor movement of person. In the future, from the quality
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perspective, we can think of how to improve the data fusion. Furthermore,
when there are numerous distributed sensors, the synchronization problem
could be a big challenge. From the end user perspective, we need a query
interface which allows end users to access and manipulate the abstract data.
For smart home applications, our result suggests several other approaches in
which sonar sensors may be used to trigger or to be triggered by other types
of sensors such as infrared, CCD camera or acoustic sensors.
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